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ABSTRACT   
Deformational plagiocephaly (DP) is a cranial deformity characterized by an asymmetrical distortion of an infant’s skull. 
The diagnosis and evaluation of DP are performed using cranial asymmetry indexes obtained from cranial measurements, 
which can be estimated using anthropometric landmarks of the infant’s head. However, manual labeling of these landmarks 
is a time-consuming and tedious task, being also prone to observer variability. In this paper, a novel framework to 
automatically detect anthropometric landmarks of 3D infant’s head models is described. The proposed method is divided 
into two stages: (i) unfolding of the 3D head model surface; and (ii) landmarks’ detection through a deep learning strategy. 
In the first stage, an unfolding strategy is used to transform the 3D mesh of the head model to a flattened 2D version of it. 
From the flattened mesh, three 2D informational maps are generated using specific head characteristics. In the second 
stage, a deep learning strategy is used to detect the anthropometric landmarks in a 3-channel image constructed using the 
combination of informational maps. The proposed framework was validated in fifteen 3D synthetic models of infant’s 
head, being achieved, in average for all landmarks, a mean distance error of 3.5 mm between the automatic detection and 
a manually constructed ground-truth. Moreover, the estimated cranial measurements were comparable to the ones obtained 
manually, without statistically significant differences between them for most of the indexes. The obtained results 
demonstrated the good performance of the proposed method, showing the potential of this framework in clinical practice.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Deformational plagiocephaly (DP) refers to a cranial deformity occurring in infants. This condition is characterized by an 
occipital flattening of the skull due to external pressures, resulting in cranial asymmetry [1], [2]. Identified causes include 
restrictive intrauterine environment, unusual birth position, supine sleeping, and bottle-feeding positions [3],[4]. Moreover, 
preterm birth is also associated to DP. In fact, preterm infants show high probability of developing head deformities, being 
the prevalence of DP in very preterm infants 38% worldwide [5]. Besides the DP-related cosmetic concerns, infants with 
this condition can also experience developmental delay [6],[7], thus, prevention or early treatment of this condition is 
needed. There are different treatment options for DP, such as repositioning, physical therapy, or cranial orthosis. To select 
the best treatment option for DP, accurate diagnosis of DP and assessment of its severity is required. The diagnosis and 
evaluation are performed based on cranial asymmetry indexes estimated from anthropometric skull measurements. These 
measurements are usually extracted manually using calipers [8]. However, a high intra- and inter-observer variability of 
that method can be expected since accuracy of measurement will vary between investigators. Thus, other techniques have 
been used, namely techniques based on 3D laser scanning [15]. In these strategies, the estimation of the cranial asymmetry 
indexes is performed using anthropometric landmarks estimated in a 3D model of the infant’s head. Since the manual 
selection of these landmarks is not straight forward, development of automated solutions to extract them are potential and 
useful tools to normal clinical practice. 
This paper presents a framework to automatically detect anthropometric landmarks of 3D head models of infants. The 
main goal of this work is to remove the user interaction influence in the landmarks’ extraction stage, increasing therefore 
its reproducibility while reducing the processing time. The detected landmarks can be used to estimate several cranial 






The proposed automatic method is divided into two main parts as can be seen in Figure 1. The first stage concerns the 
unfolding of the 3D surface of the head model to create a 2D flattened version of it that is later used to create 2D 
informational maps representative of the main features of the head. The second stage relies on a deep learning strategy to 
detect the anthropometric landmarks on the maps created in the first stage. Both stages are described in more detail in the 
next sub-sections. 
2.1 Unfolding of 3D head models using geodesic embedding flattening 
To unfold a 3D mesh, a specific parameterization that transforms the 3D space of the head model into a 2D one is required.  
Nevertheless, while performing this transformation, correct parameterization is required in order to minimize distortions 
in the original mesh. In this work, a traditional geodesic embedding flattening was used, where the flattened mesh was 
obtained by minimizing the geodesic distortion between the points in the 3D mesh and the points in the parameterized 
domain [9].  
Using this unfolded space, three 2D informational maps with specific features of the head were created (see Figure 1). The 
first is denominated depth map where its intensity values represent the distance of each point of the mesh from a viewpoint. 
In this case, this map contains information on the depth of each point of the 3D head mesh when seen from the front, 
consisting in the coordinate of each point of the mesh in the sagittal direction. The second map (termed as polar map) 
represents the distance between each point of the 3D mesh and its centroid. Lastly, the third, named curvature map, 
comprises information of the principal curvature directions in each face of the head mesh, using for that the normal vector 
at each point of the mesh. By combining these three maps after normalization, a 3-channel image (defined to have a 
resolution of 368x368 pixels) that represents the main head features is created and used as input for the deep learning step.  
2.2 Deep learning-based landmark detection 
After creating the 3-channel image, a deep learning strategy is applied to detect the anthropometric landmarks. This 
detection is performed using the abovementioned 3-channel image. The architecture of the proposed convolutional network 
can be seen in Figure 2. As shown in the figure, the convolution network is firstly initialized and fine-tuned by the first 
layers of the VGG-19 [10], which are used to perform a first analysis of the image. The generated feature maps are later 
introduced in a set of convolutional layers that produces the confidence maps for each anthropometric landmark as 
suggested in [11]. These confidence maps represent the belief of a landmark occurs in each pixel of the 2D image, and it 
is computed by applying a Gaussian-like function where the maximum of the gaussian map represents the ideal landmark 
position. 
 






In the training phase, where the method is trained to predict the confidence maps, a loss function 𝑓 was applied in the end 
of the convolutional network to estimate the difference between the predictions and the ideal confidence map, which was 
constructed by applying a Gaussian-like function around each landmark of the ground-truth (constructed after projection 
of a manual 3D labeling to the 2D image). This loss function 𝑓 is given by: 
 




, ( 1 ) 
where 𝐽 represents the number of landmarks, and 𝑆𝑗  and 𝑆𝑗
∗ are the prediction and ground truth maps for landmarks 𝑗, 
respectively. 
In the test phase, each landmark (in the unlabeled case) is detected by estimating the respective confidence maps, being 
the optimal position defined as the maximum of the respective confidence map, i.e. its peak, after a non-maximum 
suppression processing. The obtained landmarks are then transferred to the 3D world, by reverting the parameterization 
used in the unfolding stage.  
3. RESULTS 
3.1 Dataset creation 
To train and validate the proposed framework, a synthetic dataset of 65 infants’ head was created using the MakeHuman 
software [12]. Different full-body infants’ models were initially generated using random characteristics, including 
anatomical features and facial expressions. Afterwards, these models were post-processed by removing several parts while 
keeping the head only. For each head model, a ground truth was created by manually labeling the anthropometric 
landmarks. The database was then divided into two subsets, namely training and testing datasets, with 50 and 15 head 
models, respectively. To increase the size of the training dataset, a data augmentation strategy was applied by scaling the 
head models, allowing the models to grow/shrink in different axis randomly until 2 cm (Figure 3). After the data 
augmentation strategy, a training database of 250 head models was available, mimicking, therefore, the required variability 
in terms of shape, size, and anatomical features.  
3.2 Anthropometric landmarks and cranial asymmetry indexes 
To compute the asymmetry indexes to evaluate DP, eleven landmarks were used, namely: glabella (GL), sellion (SL), and 
subnasal (SN) and right and left exocanthions (EX), endocanthions (ED), tragions (TR), and eurions (EU) (Figure 4A) 
[13]. By defining these landmarks, a head’s coordinate system is possible to be estimated (Figure 4B) with [14]: 
• the origin being defined as the midpoint between the tragions; 
• the X-axis and the Y-axis being defined as the vector from the origin through the left tragion and sellion, 
respectively; 
• the Z-axis being defined as the vector from the origin through the top of the head, such that it is perpendicular to 
the X- and Y-axis.  
Once defined the coordinate system, different measurement planes, parallel to the XY plane, are generated. In this work, 
the measurement plan that passes through the glabella point was defined.  
 
Figure 2 – Architecture of the convolutional network used in the proposed framework. The VGG-19 is represented in yellow colors. 
The output of the network is confidence maps for each anthropometric landmark. 
 
 







The coordinate system and measurement plane were then used to compute the relevant anthropometric measurements 
(Figure 4C), such as cranial circumference, cranial width, cranial length, oblique transcranial diagonals (measured with an 
angle of 30º and -30º), and volume of each head quadrant (Figure 4D). Later, these measurements are used to estimate the 
cranial asymmetry indexes. In this work, four indexes were evaluated, namely the cephalic index (ratio between the cranial 
width and length), transcranial diagonal difference (difference between transcranial diagonals), anterior cranial asymmetry 
(ratio of the difference between the largest and smaller anterior quadrant volumes to the smaller anterior quadrant volume), 
and posterior cranial asymmetry (ratio of the difference between the largest and smaller posterior quadrant volumes to the 
smaller posterior quadrant volume) [14].  
3.3 Framework performance evaluation 
To evaluate the proposed method, two experiments were performed and presented in this work: 1) assessment of the 
accuracy of the automatic landmark estimation approach by comparing the detected landmark position with the ground-
truth; 2) a clinical validation by comparing the estimated cranial indexes with the manual ones.  
3.3.1 Accuracy assessment 
Table 1 summarizes the performance of the proposed detection method in terms of mean distance error between the 
automatic results for each detected landmark position and the manual ground-truth. Moreover, to compare the detection 
results with the inter-observer variability, a second observer also performed a manual labeling of the relevant landmarks. 
Overall, mean errors (for all landmarks) of 3.5 mm were achieved. Distances errors lower than 3 mm were achieved for 
the majority of landmarks. Distances errors higher than 6 mm were obtained for both eurions only. In fact, considering a 
distance threshold of 5 mm, an average accuracy of 94% was found for the remaining landmarks, excepting the eurions 
that obtained an accuracy of 50%. Figure 5 presents example results of the proposed method. 
 
Figure 4 – Head mapping. (A) Infant’s head model with anthropometric landmarks: 1-glabella (G), 2-sellion (SL), 3-subnasal (SN), 4-
right exocanthion (R. EX), 5-left exocanthion (L. EX), 6-right endocanthion (R. ED), 7-left endocanthion (L. ED), 8-right tragion (R. 
TR), 9-left tragion (L. TR), 10-right eurion (R. EU), 11-left eurion (L. EU); (B) Head’s coordinate system; (C) Cranial measurements 
computed in the measurement plane; (D) Quadrants of the head model. 
 
Table 1- Performance of the proposed method to detect the different anthropometric landmarks in terms of distance errors (in mm) 
 GL SL SN R. EX L. EX R. ED L. ED R. TR L. TR R. EU L. EU Mean 
Detection 
method 
2.7±1.3 2.3±1.4 2.1±0.7 3.6±1.8 3.2±1.4 2.9±1.7 2.7±1.9 3.2±1.2 2.6±2.0 6.6±3.1 6.7±4.5 3.5±2.6 
Inter-
observer 
4.5±2.5 2.8±1.3 2.4±1.0 7.0±1.5 5.9±3.2 2.1±0.7 2.4±1.1 2.5±1.5 2.3±1.2 10.5±3.0 8.3±3.2 4.6±1.8 
 





3.3.2 Clinical validation 
Figure 6 presents the Bland-Altman plot analysis of the automatic method against manual analysis for the selected cranial 
indexes. Moreover, the difference between observers is also presented. Overall, no statistically significant biases (red 
dashed line) were obtained by the automatic value for all the measurements (𝑝>0.05 in a two-tailed 𝑡-test against 0). When 
assessing the agreement between manual observers and automatic measurements, a similar performance was found for the 
cephalic index, the transcranial diagonal difference, and the posterior cranial asymmetry index (𝑝>0.05 in a two-tailed F-
Test against the intra-observer).  
4. DISCUSSION 
This paper presents a landmark detection approach based on a deep learning strategy to estimate the location of 
anthropometric landmarks in 3D models of infants’ head. Analyzing Table 1, it is possible to verify that the results 
corroborates the high accuracy of the proposed method, being achieved a mean distance error of 3.5 mm. In fact, the 
distance errors for each landmark were below 3.5 mm for the majority of the landmarks, except for both eurions. Moreover, 
considering a distance threshold of 5 mm, an average accuracy of 94% was found for the majority of the joints. It is 
important to notice that these results were obtained in testing head models that presented cranial widths and lengths ranging 
between 94 and 112 mm and 117 and 144 mm, respectively. However, it is expected that these errors do not change 
considerably if testing in head models with different head sizes, once the proposed method was training using heads with 
variable sizes. The higher errors found for the eurions can be explained by the difficulty to detect specific and unique 
anatomical features of this landmark, owing to its location in the central area of the parietal side of the head. Indeed, manual 
labeling of this specific landmark is challenging, which ultimately influence the training stage of the proposed method and 
the accuracy of the developed strategy. This also hampers the process of manual labeling for these landmarks, which can 
contribute for a less effective training of the network to predict the eurions and consequently a less robust detection result 
for these landmarks. Nevertheless, the results clearly prove that the proposed method overperform the inter-observer 
variability in seven of the eleven landmarks detected, showing a comparable result for the remaining ones. These accurate 
segmentation results demonstrate the robustness of both stages of the method. On one hand, it is possible to conclude that 
the information maps created in the first stage of the method correctly represent the main features of the head, allowing to 
correctly differentiate specific characteristics for the anthropometric landmarks. This is essential to perform a correct 
prediction using a deep-learning strategy, where specific features for each landmark are searched. On the other hand, the 
results obtained also suggest that the convolutional network configuration proposed is suitable for prediction of the location 
of the landmarks.    
 







Besides the assessment of the accuracy of the automatic landmark estimation, a clinical validation on the defined cranial 
asymmetry indexes was also performed. To evaluate possible statistically significant biases between the automatic results 
for the testing set, a two-tailed 𝑡-test against 0 was performed, being achieved a 𝑝-value lower than 0.05 for all the 
measurements. No statistically significant biases (red dashed line in Figure 6) were obtained by the automatic method for 
all the measurements. Moreover, when assessing the agreement between manual observers and automatic measurements, 
a similar performance was achieved for most of the cranial indexes, namely the transcranial diagonal difference, and the 
posterior cranial asymmetry index (𝑝>0.05 in a two-tailed F-Test against the intra-observer). These results proved the 
added-value of the method and its potential to be used in clinical practice. In fact, a high reproducibility in the estimation 
of the cranial measurements is of high importance in clinical practice. Manual estimation of the cranial measurements is 
prone to inter-observer variability which hampers diagnosis certainty. In this sense, new methods that rely on labelling 
landmarks on 3D models of the head (generated using laser scanners) to estimate the measurements have been used. These 
methods proved to be useful to overpass the lack of reproducibility of the traditional manual estimation of cranial 
measurements, providing reproducibility data for these indexes [15]. However, the use of these methods only offers a semi-
automatic estimation of the measurements, once it is always needed to label manually the landmarks in the 3D model. In 
these sense, full automatization of the entire process by developing methods to automatically extract the landmarks can 
present a huge impact in clinical practice. Moreover, based on the current data an entire new field of application opens. 
The methods does not only allow an accurate description of cranial symmetry but can be also used to quantify mid-face 
problems, which can be often found in preterm infants after application of respiratory support systems.   
Finally, another important aspect to evaluate is the computational burden of the framework. Regarding the first stage of 
the method, the mesh unfolding process, the creation of the informational maps, and the creation of the 3-channels images 
take only 20 seconds with a nonoptimized algorithm MATLAB code. Concerning the deep-learning approach, a fast 
detection was obtained in the experiments (average time of 80 milliseconds per image). Overall, the low computational 
burden of method shows the clear advantages of the proposed framework against the tedious and time consuming manual 
estimation of the cranial indexes and manual landmark labeling. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, a novel deep learning-based technique for detecting anthropometric landmarks in 3D infants head models is 
proposed. This method consisted in a two-stage approach where a set of informational maps representative of the main 
features of the head are firstly generated, being afterwards used to create 3D-channel images that are used as input for a 
convolutional network. The detection method proved its high accuracy in 15 3D head models, with a mean error of 3.5 
mm. Moreover, the relevant clinical cranial measurements showed a performance comparable to the inter-observer ones. 
As a future work, it is expected to increase the size and variability of the training dataset, namely by using head models 
from different age groups, in order to increase the accuracy of the method. Moreover, it is expected to evaluate the method’s 
performance in an exhaustive clinical database, ultimately corroborating the added-value of this methodology. 
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